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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Medieval Londoners website is dedicated to medieval London and its inhabitants.
Website content includes various resources to study the history of medieval London
and Londoners such as chronicles, archives, maps, coins, heraldry, wills, religion,
finance and taxes, law and more. All the materials are collected from the British History
Online website. The main function of the website is to provide a resource for those
researching population and the various accoutrement of medieval londoner data. The
database includes records of the activities of London residents from 1100 to 1520.
Users can search for Londoners by name, gender, burgess status, location (ward,
parish, and street if available), occupation, civic office, and guild.
This report focuses on the process of seeking information from the perspective of
researchers and students. According to the 12 participants of the study, the current
website provides trustworthy and unique content. However, due to unclear navigation
and filtering, participants experienced some issues throughout the test. To avoid any
confusion, and enhance overall user experience, four recommendations are suggested.
1. Improve discoverability by consolidating similar content, and reorganizing
navigation toolbar
2. Refine the browsing and search experiences of researchers by eliminating
complexities and introducing commonly known standards
3. Improve user experience by adding standard search and export attributes
4. Enhance the internal navigation of “About Us” and “Sources” by redesigning the
sidebar selection feature
By implementing these modifications, the website would provide an easier pathway for
users to reach desired information.
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INTRODUCTION
Medieval Londoners is a website dedicated to medieval London and its inhabitants.
Website content includes various resources to study the history of medieval London
and Londoners such as chronicles, archives, maps, coins, heraldry, wills, religion,
finance and taxes, law and more. All the materials are collected from the British History
Online website. The main function of the website is the search for Londoners. The
database includes records of the activities of London residents from 1100 to 1520.
Users can search for Londoners by name, gender, burgess status, location (ward,
parish, and street if available), occupation, civic office, and guild.
This study will focus on evaluating the Medieval Londoners website from the
perspective of history, law, and humanities students/researchers interested in finding
more information about Medieval London and its inhabitants.
The purpose of this user test is to gain insight into whether the Medieval Londoners
website possesses any potential usability issues that could be resolved to generate a
smoother user experience. A team of four usability experts formed five different tasks
that they asked 12 participants to undergo . The usability expert team evaluated each
user’s task performance in order to decide on areas where the website could be
improved.
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METHODOLOGY
The findings of the report came from an analysis of the website
‘medievallondoners.ace.fordham.edu’. The study utilized a User Testing method which
was chosen to evaluate how effectively users of the website might be able to perform
specific tasks on the website.
User Testing is a usability testing technique used in the design process to evaluate a
product, feature or prototype with real users. 1 The testing is carried out by observing
specific users in a controlled setting, with users performing specific tasks specifically
selected for the test process.2 The setting for the testing most often consists of a
laboratory of sorts, allowing the user to sit at a computer terminal accompanied by a
moderator. The tasks to be performed by the user may consist of specific functionalities
that the team is concerned are not working smoothly, or of random tasks intended to
see how the user reacts to the website. User testing can include audio/video recording
of the user. If participants are comfortable, use of a Think Aloud protocol helps the
observer better understand their experience. With permission A/V recording can also
be implemented to record the users’ thought processes, and interface interaction while
working on the task. Survey and questionnaires can be used at different stages of the
procedure.
User testings are proven to decrease support costs, increase user satisfaction, and save
on development and redesign efforts. A usability study that uses real volunteers can
provide qualitative feedback and help improve overall interactive experience.3 User
tests also help designers find a fresh and unbiased opinion from actual users.4

1

h
 ttps://www.everyinteraction.com/definition/user-testing/

2

Barnum, C. M. (2011). Usability testing essentials: Ready, set-- test. Burlington, MA: Morgan Kaufmann.

3
4

https://www.blastam.com/benefits-of-usability-testing
h
 ttps://www.usertesting.com/blog/4-reasons-why-you-should-user-test-your-product/
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Procedure
Four usability experts at Pratt Institute conducted user tests in order to gain more
knowledge on how to improve the user’s experience while browsing for resources on
Medieval Londoners. Testing included five tasks regarding the website navigation,
database filters, and additional resources search. The tasks were accommodated with a
post-task questionnaire for the users to answer, in order to retrieve additional valuable
information. Once the results were retrieved, the data was analyzed in order to
generate recommendations on how to possibly improve the website.

Participants
Each member of the team recruited three participants for a total of 12 participants. The
participants proved to be vital in attaining real user feedback for the Medieval
Londoners Website. In order to accurately reflect the the type of individual who would
use the site, the participants were selected after the experts reviewed their
pre-screening questionnaires5 and matched their profiles to the sites target user. Since
the site is heavily oriented in historical and humanities research we wanted the
participants to be well educated; preferably in a post grad path focused on history,
population studies, data, or mapping.
Screening Questions

5

https://forms.gle/zX9y5WPHkEN2E92M6
6

User Cohort Data
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Scenario
Initially, the users were provided with a scenario, in order to generate a certain mindset
for completing the tasks correctly.
“You are a researcher at Pratt. You are interested in public
office holders within the normal population of medieval London
for a project. You have heard about a website offering extensive
information/resources based on your research topic.”

Tasks
The following questions were designed to provide the usability experts with enough
feedback to form a general idea about some issues of the current Medieval Londoners
website. In between task completion users were prompted to score the difficulty of
their experience on a scale from 1 (Very hard) to 5 (Very Easy).
1. Before you do any further research, you may want to know if the information
is trustworthy or not. Please find out where the information from this site is
coming from.
2. After looking at the database, you wonder how many collections comprise its
contents. Can you name one collection and how many records it contains?
3. You are interested in finding literary resources related to early English drama.
Please find the name of a database with information about performances.
4. You want to know more about the mayors of London. Is there an outside
source you can find within the site that would help you?
5. Can you find how many Sheriff’s there were between the year 1400-1420?
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Post Task Questionnaire
Five questions were asked at the end of the test, in order to retrieve additional
information from the participants, and gain more insight for developing potential
recommendations.

1. Which task do you feel was the most difficult?
2. How comfortable do you feel using this interface?
3. Do you have a suggestion for improving the site?
4. How will you rate your overall experience with the website?
5. Would you use this website again in the future, or recommend it to
someone?
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RESULTS & ANALYSIS
Experts relied on user ratings of individual tasks, and post task questionnaires to zero in
on commonly shared issues and address our recommendations in conjunction with user
desires and needs. Our results show that the average score for the task was situated
slightly below average in the “harder” difficulty levels.
The team decided to rank the tasks in difficulty. The order subsequently determined the
weight we put on specific shared problems associated with the task outlined in expert
notes, user feedback, and and post test questionnaires.
The hardest task for users (5) was attributed to the database functions, queries, and
filters. The second hardest task (2) dealt with metadata associations and attributions
within the content of the site. Finally the last task (4) in the hierarchy addressed source
acquisition and finding relevant information regarding the content. These subgroups
determined the areas of our recommendations.
OVERALL TASK AVERAGE: 2.80
TASK BREAKDOWN
1=Very Hard
5= Very Easy
Task 5 = 2.42

Task 2 = 2.50

Hardest: Task 5

Task 4 = 2.91

Task 3 = 2.95

Task 1 = 3.25

 Easiest: Task 1
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Overall Findings
Experts found the ambition and scope of the site to be encouraging as its progress will
expand the canon of historical resources for students, professionals, and researchers
alike. Although the site is in its beta phase users could see the potential of Medieval
Londoners and the amenities it has to offer. The following recommendations are issued
in hopes of showcasing the resource, and its contents to future researchers and
students alike.

Recommendation #1 Improve discoverability by consolidating
similar content, and reorganizing navigation toolbar
Most of the users struggled with finding the information they were looking for. We
diagnosed the problem to be a result of user confusion due to the current labels used in
the main menu navigation bar.
(Fig 1.1) The current sitemap of the website has seven menu items on the homepage.
The following problems were identified during testing:

-

When the participants tried to find out where the information from this site is
coming from, most of them expected to find the information in the “About us”
tab instead of the “Acknowledgments”.

-

“Sources” and “Links” as a label confused users. Most of the participants
assumed that “Sources” implies information about where the source material for
the database would be instead of links for external resources.
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-

The existing two pathways within the site that go to the same database search
makes navigation a bit tricky, and redundant for users.

Fig 1.1 - Current Sitemap

Suggestion ( Fig 1.2 and Fig 1.3)
We suggest restructuring the website's content and combining similar information into
cohesive pages. In an attempt to limit user confusion, we elimited one of the two
existing pathways into the database search options. Secondly we combined all links
related to source information (written, additional, and external) into one easy to find
page labeled “resources”. Lastly, we combined “Acknowledgements” and “About us”
content into one page within the main menu called “About us”. These label suggestions
were as a result of direct user feedback, and expert discussions.
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Fig 1.2 - Suggested structure for the website

Fig 1.3 - Recommended home page design
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Recommendation #2 Refine the browsing and search
experiences of researchers by eliminating complexities, and
introducing commonly known standards.
When looking for specific records in the database, one of the only methods to isolate
the records you wish to find is to use filtering. Users encountered several problems with
filter fields in the Medieval Londoners website. Firstly, when users see a lot of options
on the page for filtering/search options they can become overwhelmed, and generally
confused about search processes.
In our user data, we noticed that participants were more familiar with the aspects of
basic and advanced google search interfaces. The experts have adapted our solution to
fit that model more closely. We think that browsing and search experiences can be
improved by dividing the fields into ‘Basic’ and ‘Advanced’ searches. Doing so will
optimize filtering and aid users in acquiring what they need.

Suggestion ( Fig 1.4 + Fig 1.5)
Implement the following fields:
-

Basic search - Standard Name, Civic Office Occupation, Year (Fig 1.4)

-

Advanced Search - Narrow by Specific Field, Keywords/Tags, Collections ( Fig
1.5)

Additionally, by adding an official “Search” button, users will feel less confused about
how to enact their search. A clear button provides a signifier and second step in their
cognitive model which will reduce wait time and fuzziness over the question “what
now?”.
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Fig 1.4 Recommended design for basic search

Fig 1.5 Recommended design for advanced search

Recommendation #3 Improve user experience by adding
standard pagination and export attributes
Users had a difficult time developing a next step after they found what they were
looking for within the database. Experts believe this is partially due to a lack of popular
15

web page features like pagination, results per page, and export functions. Since this is a
research oriented tool it is critical that users be able to download the data in usable and
popular formats like .tsv, .csv, .xls, and JSON. Experts also believe it will be beneficial for
users of the site to see the results per search. Sometimes a student may do exploratory
searches for research and it is useful to know if the constraints they are using via
advanced search are propagating enough results for their study.

Suggestion ( Fig 1.6)
Implement the following attributes:
-

“Sort by” and “Export” buttons which contain popular formats for download

-

Add pagination, and results per page

Experts believe both will encourage users to take the next step of procuring their
searches for analysis and independent study.
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Fig 1.6 Improved design for search results
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Recommendation #4 Enhance the internal navigation of
“About Us” and “Sources” by redesigning the sidebar
selection feature
For ‘About us’ & ‘’Sources’ pages users found page labels a little too vague or unclear
about their contents. For example under ‘sources’, we have ‘written sources’ and
‘additional sources’ and both these options have further ‘sources’. Finding information
within these two headings proved to be a trial for some. The links themselves were also
nested within large swaths of text which can increase the amount of time it takes to
find the resource and click on the appropriate hyperlink.
Suggestion ( Fig 1.7 + Fig 1.8)
In order to follow popular standards, we suggest moving the sidebar menu to the left.
Design and layout of the sidebar can be improved by clearly indicating the categories of
sources and by adding proper hyperlink headings once they are expanded or clicked.
Furthermore we suggest very little changes to the content of the “About Page” other
than simply adjusting its location as the last tab within the main heading to fit the new
organization.
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Fig 1.7 Recommended design for ‘Sources’

Fig 1.8 Recommended design for ‘About us’
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CONCLUSION
Medieval Londoners website introduces unique resources available for research about
medieval London and its people. The most important component of the website is the
Medieval Londoners Database. Therefore, it is crucial to provide clear navigation and
search options for users.
According to the 12 participants of the study, the current website provides trustworthy
and unique content. However, due to unclear navigation and filtering, participants
experienced some issues throughout the test. To avoid any confusion and enhance the
overall user experience, four recommendations were suggested.
1. Improve discoverability by consolidating similar content, and reorganizing
navigation toolbar
2. Refine the browsing and search experiences of researchers by eliminating
complexities and introducing commonly known standards
3. Improve user experience by adding standard search and export attributes
4. Enhance the internal navigation of “About Us” and “Sources” by
redesigning the sidebar selection feature
By Implementing these suggestions Medieval Londoners website will significantly
improve the pathway for users to find and utilize the information they desire
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APPENDIX A
Consent Form

Participant Consent Form
The purpose of this usability study is to evaluate the design of ‘Medieval Londoners’. We are interested in
determining if people can accomplish common tasks and easily find information using this site. The
session will not ‘test' you or your ability, rather the session will test the site to provide information on
areas that might be improved. Please be advised that there are no risks associated with participation in
this session. During this session, you will be asked to complete some tasks using the website and fill out
a post-test questionnaire. As you complete the tasks, members of our team will observe and take notes.
In addition, the session will be captured on audio and screen recording for future review. The session will
last no longer than 45 minutes. If for any reason you are uncomfortable during the session and do not
want to complete a task, you may say so, and we will move on to the next task. In addition, if you do not
want to continue, you may end the session and leave at any time. Approximately 12 people will
participate in this study. Results from all sessions will be included in a usability report to be presented to
Craig MacDonald. Your name will not be included in the report nor will your name be associated with any
session data collected. If you wish to speak with someone about your participation in this study, or if you
feel you were not treated as described above, please contact the Seth Crider scrider@pratt.edu.
I, ______________________________________________, have read and fully understand the extent of the
study and any risks involved. All of my questions, if any, have been answered to my satisfaction. My
signature below acknowledges my understanding of the information provided in this form and indicates
my willingness to participate in this user testing session. I have been given a blank copy of this consent
form for my records.

Signature: _______________________ Date: __________________________
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APPENDIX B
Moderator Checklist
Before participant arrives
● Be sure QuickTime is loaded properly and ready for the user test
● Print out the tasks
● Set up pre-test questionnaire
Welcome
● Introduce yourself, thank participant for participating
● Setup participant at computer console
Consent form, pre-test questionnaire, instructions
● Explain the purpose of the test
● Emphasize that you are testing the interface, not participant
● Review consent form, allow participant time to read and sign, collect form
● Ask participant if he/she is comfortable being recorded
● Ask for questions/concerns
● Explain the process of using task scenarios while participant thinks aloud
● Start pre-test questionnaire
During the session
● Provide clarification of the task but do not provide assistance unless completing
the task is absolutely necessary
● Keep participants talking using gentle prompts if participant gets quit
After each task
● Offer reassurance that there are no wrong actions/answers
23

● Give feedback on quality of the think-aloud procedure. If necessary, review task
to elicit more feedback
● Guide participant through post-task questionnaire
Upon completion, post-test questionnaire
● Guide participant to post-test questionnaire
● Thank for participation
● Provide thank you 10$ Amazon gift card to participant
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APPENDIX C
Moderator Script
Hi, my name is ______. Thanks for agreeing to take part in our research study today. I
am a member of a team of usability design students. We are doing a user study of the
website the Medieval Londoners. Your feedback will give us valuable information which
will be used to assess the usability design of the website.
Introduction to the testing environment
During the rest of our session, I’ll be working from a script, just to make sure that our
instructions to all the participants are the same. We will spend the next 30 minutes
using this computer in front of you to conduct our study: this includes a pre-test
questionnaire, a series of five tasks to be completed on the Medieval Londoners site,
and a very short post-test questionnaire. During this process, a software program
called QuickTime will run in the background of the computer. It will record sound of
what you said and a video of your mouse moving on the screen, to help us get a sense
of your process in completing the tasks. We won’t be sharing the recording outside the
evaluation team, although we may review it with our professor. Are you comfortable
with that? [If not, take notes instead.]
I will also observe while you complete the tasks and will be taking notes. I will ask you
questions from time to time and I can also try to answer questions if you have them. It
will be most helpful to us in working to assess the site’s usability if you can speak aloud
your thoughts and reactions to each scenario that you encounter during your work on
the tasks. Before we start, do you have any questions for me?
Consent Form
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Before we start, please read through this Consent Form. It reviews the points we’ve
already discussed, and outlines the kinds of tasks you will be asked to complete during
this user test. When you’ve read it, feel free to ask me any questions you have. Once
you feel comfortable, please sign it with your full name and the date.
Did you have a chance to read through the Consent Form? Do you have any questions?
I’ll take it now please. Thanks.
Pre-test Questionnaire
To begin, so we can learn a bit more about you, please fill out this short questionnaire
to help us understand your background and any prior experience with the Medieval
Londoners site.
[Click to Pre-test questionnaire]
Introduction to Tasks
I have five tasks for you to work through. I’m not testing you during this process -- I am
testing the website, and I am very interested in your reactions to it, so please remember
to think out loud. There is no such thing as a wrong action or a wrong answer. And I
had nothing to do with the website design, so you won’t offend me -- just give your
honest reactions. When you are finished with each task, I may ask you a couple of
follow-up questions before you move on to the next task. Now please feel free to have
a look at the website. [Click to the website] Do you have any questions before we start?
Task 1
Before you do any further research, you may want to know if the information is
trustworthy or not. Please find out where the information from this site is coming from.
[How easy was this to complete?]
Task 2
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After looking at the database, you wonder how many collections comprise its contents.
Can you name one collection and how many records it contains?
[How easy was this to complete?]
Task 3
(Please go back to the homepage) You are interested in finding literacy resources
related to early English drama. Please find the name of a database with information
about performances.
[How easy was this to complete?]
Task 4
(Please go back to the homepage) You want to know more about the mayors of
London. Is there an outside source you can find within the site that would help you?
[How easy was this to complete?]
Task 5
(Please go back to the homepage) Can you find how many Sheriff’s there were
between the year 1400-1420? I’d like you to do the same task through another
database and see what you can find.
[How easy was this to complete?]
Post-Test Questionnaire
Thanks. Now please fill out the post-test questionnaire. Do you have any suggestions
and thoughts about the Medieval Londoners website in general?
Debrief
Thank you so much for all of your insights and feedback on the Medieval Londoners
website. I really appreciate your taking the time to be a participant in our user test. All
27

the information you provided will be anonymous and confidential. I will take the video
and review it and combine it with our other user test results to create a report
evaluating the usability of the Medieval Londoners website. Do you have any further
questions or final thoughts for me? Feel free to contact us later with any feedback.
Thanks again for participating!
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APPENDIX D
User Session Expert Notes

Particip
Ratin
Tasks
ant ID
g

Tester Notes

1

went to sources- written
sources- archives, then written- Didn't find the info
literary sources.

I trust the website
because it says
Fordham University
I would suppose to find
it somewhere in
database search or
about us

1

5

Problems

1

2

2

wen to database search, found
nothing.

"MLD" is confusing

1

3

1

went to database search and it
didn't work. went to another
one and didn’t work neither

None of the
databases work.

4

went to database search, typed
"mayor" in occupation input,
The occupation is not
press enter and got nothing.
working
used keyword searching for
"mayor" but it was broke

1

4

User Quotes

1

5

1

the occupation is not working in
the "database search". tried to
Confused by two
filter results by years in the
databases.
"search for Londoners" but
failed

2

1

5

went to acknowledge and found
BHO

2

2

2

when to sources- written
sources, didn't find related info

2

3

3

went to database search, search
search function is not Why there is no
"literacy" and "drama". then
working
searching results?
went to source-written source

2

4

1

source- addition source and
It's not easy to find
went through every link. use the
the info
website search bar and found

Didn't find the info

I'm upset using this
website. If I have to
choose, I'll go with
search the database

It is not working as I
expected

Can I just search for
something directly?
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the info in the result

2

5

1

went to sources and found
nothing. used search bar to
search for "mayors", the results
are not as expected. went to
"search for Londoners" by hint,
didn't know how to search by
years. Occupation is not
working in the "database
search"

3

1

3

went to "about us" and found
nothing, then went to
"acknowledge" and saw BHO

3

2

3

went to source-written source,
took all the links as records

3

3

3

went to source-written source

3

used search bar to look for
mayors, found the info within
the searching results

3

3

4

5

4

I really how to use the
search function, the
terms are too
professional for me. and
why there are three
different searching?

the navigations are
confusing

The tags called
"sources" and "links"
are confusing

Can I use the search
bar?
The "Database search"
does not look like a
clickable button. there
is no way for me to
filter results by years

1

Participa
nt ID
Tasks

4

Occupation is not
working, can not filter
results by years, it is
confusing to see
"mayors" in the
searching results of
"sheriff"

Rating

Tester Notes

Problems

User Quotes

1

Home logo button
doesnt take you
anywhere. Had to
constantly use
the back button
on my web
2 browser.

"to find this information I
Basic navigation , and would first go to the "about
structural issues.
us" page however once
Simple fixes could be
again I do not know how to
to emphasize home
get back to the homepage
buttons and hyperlinks from here"

2

User seemed to
be puzzled that
1 there were

The different
collections need to be
clearer overall in the

"I can't name a collection
and how many records it
contains by looking at this
30

different
collections

4

4

4

5

5

heading, and the
database main pages.

page" (database)

The sources
themselves need to
bigger within the
webpage including
clickable links/buttons

"I would expect the source
in the embedded page to
be bigger. Overall it wasn't
clear if I should look in the
database for this
information. The person ID
and occupation did not
match what I needed."

The user found
this task much
more easily than
3 the rest

Used the Search
function to hone in on
what he wanted. Did
originally try to
navigate the page but
gave up due to
frustration.

"Was confused between
written sources and
additional sources tags.
Went to the database
again and couldn't find any
area that matched the
criteria I was looking for. I
found there to be a
mismatch between the
resources and what the
database provides. When I
did find it was in a way
roundabout path. Very
much by accident"

5

Preferred the
2 omeka database

Other wordpress
database is lacking
essential functions like
export, download,
search capability. After
switching to omeka he
found the task much
easier. Although he
wished the export
buttons were clearer
then their current
location at the bottom

"The person Id and facet
filters were confusing.
Some of the fillable areas
didn't work and it was
buggy"

1

Went to actual
sources label to
find more about
the source of the
2 database

Generally unclear that
acknowledgements
would contain where
the information is
being derived

"University Info is the only
thing giving this validity,
rather than explicitly saying
this comes from ____"

2

Went to database Difficult to find one
page for info on
path within the
1 collections
database to give me

3

4

User had to go
back to the home
page a number of
times before
finding the
appropriate
1 webpage

"The broken hyperlink
within database record
metadata is concerning"
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collections info

5

5

Found the selection
quickly but only due to
exploration earlier in
the test

3

Went to literary
3 source link

4

Went to civic
admin only to find
the page under
Links as a label was
3 construction
unclear

"Drama feels weird to be
under literary sources.
Maybe it should be
something different"

"hyperlink doesn't cover
the whole word"

5

5

Preferred first
3 database

"I would expect to
download my work after
finding it through the
search buttons. Civic, and
Filtering options on the occupation filters
first database worked, essentially do the same
but they found no
thing. They don't need to
export options.
be there"

6

1

Went to about
4 page first

Acknowledgements
label is too vague

2

Went to written
source, and
additional source
to answer task.
Opted instead to
look up singular
record metadata
to find which
collection, and
source it was
Not a huge problem for "I should have just went to
3 from
the user
to the metadata first"

3

He just
recognized
search bar as a
tool within the
4 website

No huge problems for
user

4

Didn’t get
appropriate
results from the
search. Civic
admin page was
2 broken

Nothing seemed to
support his search.
Really wanted the
search function to work
how he anticipated
"This was frustrating"

6

6

6

"I don’t think I would put it
there"
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6

5

Preferred first
3 Database

Partici Ta
pant sk Rati
ID
s ng Tester Notes

7

7

7

7

7

Person Id's lended no
useful function to the
search. Couldn’t export
from database 1.
Couldn't achieve the
"Prefer the first database,
filter wanted (span of although I want the export
20 years) for dbase 2 functions from the second"

Problems

User Quotes

1

The participant was
confused with what
'sources' contains and
assumed that the sources
refer to 'sources for the
5 database or website'

- Labeling of some links is
misleading

- If I am looking into where
are the sources are coming I
will go to sources

2

After clicking on a few links
she was able to get to the
collections but the link
crashed. She discarded the
information with label by
assuming that total number
4 was part of the title.

- Total number of records
in the collections are not
clear and seems like part of
the label or title

- I already assumed that I
am in a collection.
- I just read browse record
and didn't look at the total
number.

3

Going back home was
frustrating
She initially thought that
written sources meant
2 scholarly articles and pdfs.

- Title 'Written sources'
can be misleading

- I will click around alot
before I can find it
- Sources implied that it is
only about this project and
nothing external

4

At this point, the participant
was quite familiar with the
website and completing this
task took more time than
4 expected.

- After understanding the
website very well, it is still
hard to navigate through
different options

- I was able to do this task
only because I explored a lot
during my previous tasks

- Current search filter
interface is prefered over
omeka one
- Users should be able to
select a range of years or
ranges in general

- I knew where i was and it
seems like an easy way to
apply some filters on the top
to find the desired
informations
- I prefer looking at results
- I would like to have an

5

- She liked the search &
filter options on the home
page better.
- Omekas interface was
3 frustrating for her.
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ability to download the
search results

8

8

8

8

1

2

3

4

The participant was
expecting the information
about sources of database
4 to be under 'about us'

- 'About us' is traditionally
where you can find the
sources for a website

The option to look for
collection is not available on
the website anymore but
the participant was able to
find MLD by reading the
paragraph 'about this
project' on omeka portal

She was very confused and
went to database to look for External sources and the
3 the resources about mayers database are not clear

-Its a fascinating website
but a lot of what's here is
hidden
- Sources to are similar to
link, what are external
sources calling them
sources is confusing. In
additional sources, some of
the sources are written

She was very comfortable
with this one and found it in Navigation can be
4 a few seconds'
improved

- I was able to find it
because I was familiar with
the website
- But the label 'links' sounds
confusing to me

5

-Frusted when she had to
do search in omeka portal
-Liked the interface on
4 current website

9

1

Clicked on about us- She is
confused- don't know
anything, went to sources
1 and clicked on the links-

9

2 -

9

3

8

- Issue with labeling and
structure which leads to
poor navigation

- on omeka -> it is hard to
find where user is
supposed to apply filters
- on the website -> UI
looks good but
rich/advance search filters
can be added

- Why didn't it return how
many results I have got

- The same issue of
misleading labeling and
navigation

- I am not able to get a
particular label, sometimes
it is in privacy. I don't know
if it should be under
acknowledgements

Unable to perform the task
Searched for the information - Search can work but
4.5 & got it
information was hidden
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9

9

4

She was confused and
frustrated but gave up on
3.5 the task

5

Omeka-> She tried to use
the sorting on the top by
year.
On the website-> She was
3 unable to add a range

Partici
pant
ID
Tasks

10

10

10

10

Rating

1

-It's not an easy task but I
have been through different
links-(links is vague)
- On omeka-> Search
needs to be on the first
page otherwise it takes
three clicks to get to the
filters
- Advanced search filters
needs to be clear and
useful

Tester Notes

- When you go to the home
page - you two clicks till
search - sorting is confusing
- Search items is vagueneed a range for years - alot
of information - I would
rather have two or three
main things

Problems

User Quotes

I would open the
The user went to Sources tab to The menu
Sources or About
find out where the information headings are not us tabs to
3 from this site is coming
intuitive.
complete the task

2

He found both Londoners and
MLD Collections using main
4 database

There is no
collection
description

3

He used search box to find
resources related to early
English drama. User did not use
3 navigation to complete this task.

4

He clicked on the "Fordham
University" button to return to
Home button
the main page. He complete the should be more
2 task.
obvious

"For me it is not
clear what LMD
means what is
the difference of
collections"

Search works
well enough

10

5

He found the number of Sheriff
3 only in main database

Filter fields are
not obvious

11

1

The user went to database and
3 found "Source" tab

The participant
misunderstood

What is the
difference
between these
databases?
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the task

11

11

11

11

12

12

12

12

There is no total
number of items
in the main
database

2

There were no separate
3 collections on the site

3

Users prefer the
search bar rather
He also used search box to find than navigation
resources related to early
through the site
4 English drama.
menu.

4

5

1

2

It is very
annoying when I
have to return to
the main site
every time.

He began trying to find
2 information in the database

it is difficult for
new user to
understand
where the
necessary
information is
located

The site does not
look user-friendly
at all

He didn't noticed the "Civic
2 Office" filter

It is not clear for
the user that the
search fields
coincide with the
database
columns.

It is not clear how
to start searching
in the Omeka
database

2 She went to Sources

Menu item
names are not
obvious to users

There were no separate
2 collections on the site

There is no total
number of items There are too
in the main
many items to
database
count

3

She went to Source->Written
source->Literary Sources and
4 found it

4

She clicked on the picture to
return to the main page. Firstly
she went to Civic
Administration, but then she
3 complete the task

I noticed literary
sources when I
completed the
first task.

Home page
button is a big
problem
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12

5

She did not notice the total
number and began to count
3 them.

There is no
"Search" button
in the main
database. It is
difficult to find
filtres in the
Where is the
Omeca database "Search" button?
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APPENDIX E
Post task Questionnaire
Question 1
Which task do you feel was the most difficult?
Question 2
How comfortable do you feel using this interface? Check one from 1(Not at all)5(Most).
Question 3
Do you have a suggestion for improving the site?
Question 4
How will you rate your overall experience with the website?
Question 5
Would you use this website again in the future, or recommend it to someone?
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APPENDIX F
Post task Questionnaire Notes

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

User 1

5

1

Eliminate the errors
I’m confused by the two databases, what’s
the difference between them? After I click
“search for Londoners”, there is no navigation
bar to go back and I don’t know where I am.
I think Archive sources belongs to “written
sources”.
The overall website does not look
professional.
There are no filters for searching feature.

Very low.

No, never.

User 2

5

2

There are three entrances for searching and I
think they should be differentiated, I don’t
know when to use which.
Links are located in the paragraphs,
sometimes at the beginning and sometimes in
the middle of them, making them hard to read
and find.

It’s bad.

No. I’ll not use
this website if
there are better
options.

User 3

5

2

After I clicked the ”search for Londoners”, I felt
like I went to another website.
The navigations are vague, I couldn’t tell the
difference between “database search”,
“search for Londoners”, “sources” and “links”

Not good, I
don’t know
how to use
it.

No, never.

User 4

4

2

Restructure the Site from the Ground up.
Consolidate duplicate pages and paths. Focus
on what exactly a researcher is going to need
when they visit the site.

Difficult

No. Not the way
it is currently.

User 5

5

2

Integrate DB into the website better.
Better export capabilities.
Sources must be labeled effectively.

Confusing.

No. I would
recommend the
links or the
sources it
contains but not
the site itself.

User 6

5

3

General Navigation is lacking. I got lost really
quickly. I need a better idea of where I am
within the site.

Very old,
archive-y

I would use this
for what I could.
Maybe I would
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recommend
because I don’t
think any other
site offers this.
User 7

3

3

Sources should not be names
sources-labeling can be improved
Database search was a lot easier
The mapping gothic France, I have to click too
much to get where I wanted to go

Rating 3

Yeah!

User 8

5

3

Its usable, i could get stuff out of it.
Terminology seems not helpful, I am cool stuff

Rating 3

I love the
content!

User 9

2,1

3.5

Search can be improved
Filters need to be clear
Improved headings

Rating 3.5

No (if it the only
website on the
earth)

User
10

4

3

Put all databases on one website or clarify the
difference between the databases and in
which case each collection should be used.
Fix errors (e.g. there is an error message when
you click on “View the items in MLD Sources”)

Satisfactor
y

Yes, in case if
someone needs
to find
information
about medieval
londoners

User
11

1,2

2

Add total number of items in database
Add filtering in second database (omeka)
Add “Search” button in filtering

Difficult to
use the
web-site

Not sure

User
12

2

3

Put all the information on one website
Add homepage button
Make filtering more user-friendly

Fair

Yes, this
database
consists of
unique
information
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